
Most Nutritional Supplements Don't Work

and Leave You Wanting More!

Synthetic Vitamins

Synthetic vitamins, put simply, are a waste of money, but are found
in most supplements on the market. They create more work for our
bodies because they cannot be used the same way as natural, active
forms. Synthetics must undergo a change within the body that uses
more resources than they provide.
Worse, nearly 50% of the population has a genetic variant that
prevents their bodies from using synthetic vitamins at all.

Incomplete Formulas

Our bodies use vitamins and minerals in specific pairings. For
example, when taking calcium, we need to have vitamin D3, and
Vitamin K2 to absorb the calcium and get it into our bones. The risk
of health effects such as atherosclerosis and osteoporosis increases
if this doesn't happen.
Most supplements simply don't provide all the necessary nutrients.

Full Medicine Cabinet

Most supplements only provide one or two benefits. They might offer
a basic collection of vitamins and minerals or a few digestive enzymes.
Eventually, our medicine cabinets get overloaded as we try to cover
all of our bases.
Trying to piece it all together gets expensive and time-consuming.
Plus, there's a good chance all these supplements don't work anyway!

All-in-One
Science-Backed

Nutritional Support

If you want a science-backed supplement
with real nutrients that actually works...

You Need Comprehensive Core

Vegetarian
Friendly



What's in the Comprehensive Core? 

Comprehensive Core delivers the highest quality vitamins and minerals in the natural,
biologically active forms our bodies were designed for. This extensive formula supports all
areas of health for whole body wellness.

B1 as BenfoPure® Benfotiamine

Thiamine is used in energy metabolism, the growth
and function of cells, and helps reduce the advanced
glycation end-products that contribute to several
degenerative diseases.
BenfoPure® has been extensively studied for the
treatment of diabetes, inflammation, and peripheral
neuropathy.

*These statements have not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration. This product
is a dietary supplement and not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Branded Ingredients

B5 as Pantesin® Pantethine

Pantethine is the key constituent of a very important
molecule called coenzyme A. Coenzyme A
jumpstarts all the energy production in our bodies.
Pantesin® is a pharmaceutical-grade, biologically-
active form, chosen for its extensive scientific
backing. It has even been shown to help improve
cholesterol and triglyceride levels.*

Vitamin C as Polyphenol-C®

This blend of non-GMO vitamin C and berry
polyphenols enhance the role of vitamin C in your
body. Polyphenols are an abundant source of
antioxidants.*

Vitamin K2 as MenaQ7®

The exceptionally pure form of vitamin K2 is the only
clinically validated MK-7 available on the market today.
MK-7 has the highest bioavailability and activity of all
vitamin K forms. Vitamin K2 is essential to get calcium out
of our bloodstream and into bone tissue.*

MSM as OptiMSM®

MSM (methylsulfonylmethane) has a long history of
use to help support a healthy inflammation response,
strengthen hair and nairs, and to support the immune
system. OptiMSM® is the standard for purity and
safety.*

BioCore® Full-Spectrum Enzymes

This enzyme blend has been designed to jump start
digestion in the upper stomach and works
synergistically with the body's own enzymes to help
ensure nutrient availability.*

GI Health, Integrity, Digestive Enzymatic, and Prebiotic Fiber Blend

These ingredients help limit inflammation and strengthen intestinal integrity while also providing important digestive
enzymes to support complete digestion. Also included are prebiotic fibers that help support the natural growth and
health of the beneficial bacteria and yeasts throughout the GI tract.*

Targeted Organic Whole Food Blends

Alkalizing Greens and Detox Blend

These greens and herbs are known for supporting the organs involved in our natural detoxification processes including
the liver and kidneys.*

Cardiovascular & Circulatory Support Blend

These ingredients have shown to support healthy blood pressure, circulation, and the transportation of nutrients and
oxygen throughout the body. Also included are specific antioxidants known to help protect cardiovascular tissue from
oxidative damage and heart disease.*

Check with your healthcare practitioner or supplement provider to purchase.

MicroActive® CoQ-10

This ingredient is a 24-hour sustained release form of
CoQ-10 supported by 5 human clinical studies. It's
shown to have 3 times the absorbability and doubles
CoQ-10 levels in just 3 weeks.*

Albion TRAACS® Minerals

These chelated organic minerals are absorbed up to 4
times better than mineral salt forms. They have shown to
be resistant to interference from other nutrients and are
both stomach and GI friendly.*

Vitamin E as DeltaGold® Tocotrienols
(capsule formula only)

Derived from annatto, the only known plant
containing tocotrienols with virtually no tocopherols
present. Clinical studies show alpha-tocopherol to
interfere with the significant health benefits of delta-
and gamma-tocotrienols.*

Immune Vitamin C Polyphenols & Bioflavonoid Antioxidant Blend

Vitamin C is more than simple ascorbic acid. It's a complex of synergistic phytonutrients that our bodies need to
produce and regulate the essential immune cells needed to identify, contain, and neutralize potentially dangerous
bacteria, viruses, and other pathogens.*

Essential Amino Acid, Fatty Acid, and Phospholipid Blends

Amino acids are the building blocks of life and are used to create and repair muscle and connective tissues as well as
enzymes that support a wide range of health-promoting processes. Fatty acids and phospholipids are essential for
supporting everything from the strength of cellular membranes to protecting out nervous system and brain health.
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